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Author’s response to reviews:

Thanks very mach All of the comments was corrected accordingly

Modification made Changed to
In abstract, methods and objective part was modified accordingly based on reviewers suggestion/comments Methods, objective and result methods was modified including conclusion parts

In abstract part and in plain English summary Major modification was done
In Back ground part line 30, 45,47,12,14,18

Was modified according to the reviewers comment Major modification was done

In back ground parts All grammatical errors raised by all reviewers was corrected and modified

In methodology part Sampling procedure was modified based on the reviewers comment
In methodology parts inclusion and exclusion criteria was modified Inclusion criteria:
• All mothers who give birth in the last year in shashamane town.

• Women who were resident of the area for the past six months

Figure title was corrected accordingly in figure legends

In words documents and discussion parts some typographic errors was corrected Example risk perception in discussion parts all of words repeated was corrected according to reviewers comments

In conclusion parts According to reviewers comments and suggestions recommendation part was added

Ethical approval part was modified according to reviewers comments and suggestion All ethical parts was modified

Result parts It was modified according to reviewers comments and suggestion specially grammatical errors

In result

More modification was done. All grammatical errors was corrected according to reviewers comments and suggestion accordingly Socio demographic factors Obstetric related factors Factors associated with obstetric danger signs

Discussion part It was modified based on the reviewers comment

Tables and figures was corrected according to reviewers comments and suggestion Table 1, Table 2. Table 3. Table 4 was corrected

ethical approval included in the manuscript It was removed based on reviewers comment

References was modified

For example reference number 4